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We unlock the world of wonder


The memories we create for our guests aren’t typical —every experience is unique, personal and unforgettable. We inspire travelers and each other. We never stop searching for the places we're passionate about, connections we value and moments that bring us joy.
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Discover
 remarkable places
 


Watch Full Video
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Pursuit is a collection of inspiring, unforgettable attraction and hospitality experiences
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Embrace Alaska
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Explore Banff Jasper
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Discover Glacier Park
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Experience Flyover Attractions
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Celebrate Sky Lagoon

 



 

















A life well lived

We offer thrilling experiences in awe-inspiring landscapes. We help adventurous people from around the world create vivid memories to cherish. In Alaska, Banff and Jasper, Glacier Park and Vancouver, we have brought together a collection of attractions, lodges and tours that connect our guests with moments of inspiration.












The Alaska Collection 

Discover the wild sanctuary of the north. Follow the paths of moose and caribou in Denali National Park and revel at the freedom of humpback whales and sea lions amid the icebergs of Kenai Fjords National Park.

Learn more












Banff Jasper Collection

Marvel at glaciers echoing across the Canadian Rockies. Glide up a mountain summit. Trace crystal waters born on snowy peaks as they wind through the heart of Banff and Jasper National Parks.

Learn more












Glacier Park Collection

Experience the extraordinary at the feet of giants in Glacier National Park. Relax in the grandeur of a historic lodge and follow the Going-to-the-Sun Road across one of the oldest national parks in the US.

Learn more












FlyOver Canada

Be immersed in the sights, smells and feel of Canada’s abounding wilderness. Soar over infinite mountain ranges, boreal forests and sweeping prairies in a virtual flight across the country from coast to coast.

Learn more












FlyOver Iceland

Soar like never before across Iceland on a fully immersive flight ride. Experience sounds, scents and feelings on an exhilarating journey flying above glaciers, waterfalls and the full beauty of Iceland.

Learn More












Sky Lagoon

Immerse yourself in warmth at our oceanside geothermal lagoon. Sky Lagoon is about that Icelandic feeling of warmth and wonder. Join us for rejuvenation and inspiration at the edge of the world.

Learn more












FlyOver in Las Vegas

It's Las Vegas like you've never seen it before. This fully immersive flight ride takes off right from the Vegas Strip and soars above the stunning natural wonders of the American Southwest.

Learn More












FlyOver in Chicago

In 2024, the ultimate flying ride is coming to Chicago’s historic Navy Pier. FlyOver uses state-of-the-art technology to give you the feeling of flight and showcases incredible landscapes like you’ve never seen before.

Learn more












FlyOver Canada

FlyOver Canada will open it's second location in the heart of downtown Toronto in 2025. Modelled after highly-successful FlyOver attractions in Vancouver and Iceland, this is the first ride of its kind in Toronto.

Learn more
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Stories from Pursuit

 





Telling stories, finding inspiration and collecting memories from around the Pursuit world.
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Pursuit
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Pursuit is a collection of inspiring and unforgettable experiences in iconic places including Alaska, Montana, the Canadian Rockies, Vancouver, Reykjavík, Las Vegas and Chicago.
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Our Experiences

Alaska Collection
Banff Jasper Collection
Glacier Park Collection
Sky Lagoon
Flyover Canada
Flyover Iceland
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